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Voice of Fire II, 2017, reduction linocut print, 9” x 18” image size

Voice of Fire II, 2017, reduction linocut print, 9” x 18”

Visit an artist’s working studio in downtown St. John’s!

Christine Koch Studio
Painting and Printmaking

ANNUAL OPEN STUDIO
Saturday & Sunday
December 1 & 2
Noon until 5:30 p.m.
177 Water Street
top floor

Bring this ad for
$25 off
matted works*
and $50 off
framed works*!

Celebrating 30 years
of printmaking!
www.christinekoch.com

(*valued at $150 or more)

Made here.
Loved everywhere.
166 DUCKWORTH STREET • AVALON MALL • ST. JOHN’S INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
w w w.n e wfou n d lan d c h oc olate c omp any.com
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		 CHOICE AWARDS

GENERAL INQUIRIES
submissions@theovercast.ca
ADVERTISING
theovercast.ca/ads
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VISIT

EVENT SUGGESTIONS
theovercast.ca/submit-an-event
The Overcast is a multi-award-winning
media body in St. John’s, NL. Best known
for its monthly print magazine, its website,
theovercast.ca, posts a story or 2 a day, and
houses weekly suggestions of local events,
as well as the St. John's Eats dining and
review directory.
DESIGN
Mira Howards (design@theovercast.ca)
COVER CREDIT
John McDonald

theovercast.ca

Help us recognize your go-to restaurants, praise your
favourite places, and acknowledge your favourite faces,
from the best brunch spot in town to the best new band.
Our December issue will close out 2018 with our People’s
Choice Awards. You can cast votes in one category, or all of
them. Answer 1 question, or 100. There is no such thing as
“best,” but for the sake of starting some conversation, tell us
your favourite everything local: they could use the pat on the
back after all their hard work in 2018.

FOOD

Is the “Best New Restaurant” something in town like Boca,
The Green Kitchen, or The Balkan Kitchen, or something past
the overpass, like Bangbelly or Scoff in Fogo? Log in and
let us know...

This month’s cover features
artwork from John McDonald’s
exhibit, “Effigy,” featured at
the Emma Butler Gallery from
November 3rd to the 17th.
“I dove into this current body of
work, allowing it to unfold piece
by piece,” McDonald says. “As the
pieces came together they felt like
they were forming a time line for
that strange time between asleep
and awake. Like a fragmented
dream that stretches out over what
seems like the course of a day. With
an atmosphere that rocks back and
forth from dawn to dusk, and dusk
to dawn, these works as a collection
are reminiscent of the surreal
moments that I feel and imagine
throughout a day.”
CHECK IT OUT! OPENING RECEPTION
FROM 3-5PM ON NOVEMBER 3RD.

The City of St. John’s, in
partnership with the Government
of Newfoundland and Labrador
and the Government of Canada,
has announced over $2.7 million
in funding for a Quidi Vidi Park
Redevelopment Project.
The Quidi Vidi Park Redevelopment
Project has been identified as part of
the Quidi Vidi Park Master Plan. It will
include:

We need your
two cents to
make December's
issue happen
Go vote now!
theovercast.ca

ARTS

ABOUT THE COVER

$2.7 Million
Earmarked For
Quidi Vidi Park
Project

Who wrote the best book of the year, and what visual artist makes you wish you had more
wall space? What local play blew the rest away, and who deserves an Oscar, or at least an
Overcast People’s Choice Award? Log in and let us know...

CULTURE

What’s the best thing that happened in our province this year, the worst? What media
personality couldn’t you live without? What is our best public space? Where do you take
a first date? Log in and let us know...

DRINK

What cafe do you kick back at the most? Who makes the best cocktails in town, or
specifically, Caesars? What local brews are you drinking like religion? Best drink special?
Log in and let us know...

MUSIC

Who rocked the rock hard enough this year to take home either best band or best new
band honours? Did you have a favourite RPM from February, or local song of the year?
Who couldn’t this music scene live without? Log in and let us know...

RETAIL

Where should we take our mop to get a killer chop? What gym's the gym for you?
What is the coolest of all local products, and what, in your opinion, is the best brand
in Newfoundland? Log in and let us know...

Poll is now live on theovercast.ca
and will close on November 15th at midnight.

• An increase in the seating capacity
and rest stops in the redeveloped
area.
• Upgrades to the wharf near the
bandstand. The new wharf will be
built into the shoreline and angled
towards the Regatta start/finishing
line, to allow boat docking in a
safe and efficient manner. The new
wharf’s design allows it to be used
as a viewing area for the lake, and
will be a more spectator friendly
part of the landscape.
• A new concession area on North
Bank. The existing bank area has
a steep slope from the walking
trail to the Boulevard. Re-		
grading will provide a level terrace,
creating a more useable space for
outdoor events. The level area will
be accessible and safe for all
users, particularly for concessions
during the Regatta.
• Changes to the parking area near
boathouse, to improve pedestrian
safety, and allow pedestrian flow
through the public space.
Mayor Danny Breen calls it a
commitment to outdoor recreation,
adding that “the City is contributing
$1.26 million towards upgrades that
will enhance the overall experience
of participants and spectators at the
Regatta and other events that take
place around the lake.” The city’s
press releases implies that enhanced
accessibility, safety, and functionality
of the lake will create an opportunity
to host more community events at
Quidi Vidi Lake in the future.
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The Local Fake
News Story That
Was Cited by US
Intelligence
BY CHAD PELLEY

Long before Social Media
Hearsay or Misleading Headlines
spawned an era of Fake News,
Snopes.com was out there on the
Internet fact-checking articles for
misinformation.

Newfoundlanders:
“This is a lighthouse. Your call.”

Sadly, Snopes gave this story a big fat Nope.
"It’s not true," reads the entry on Snopes.com.
"Not only does the Navy disclaim it, but the
anecdote appears in a 1992 collection of jokes
and tall tales. Worse, it appears in Stephen
Covey’s 1989 The Seven Habits of Highly
Effective People."
That popular book (and its publisher) cited
its source as a 1987 issue of Proceedings, a
publication of the U.S. Naval Institute.

So, the utter lie has fooled more than the
odd Newfoundlander & Labradorian. The
As an example, an image of the following
misinformation train on this folk tale rode
text has been shared off and on by
its way right into the mouth of Mike
local Facebook users for years:
McConnell, former Director of
SNOPES
National Intelligence in the US.
TRACKED THE
POTENTIAL ORIGINS
According to Snopes, in
of the fake news story
ACTUAL Transcript of a US
2008, McConnell's opening
back to a cartoon
Naval Ship with Canadian
remarks
to the Johns Hopkins
from 1931.
Authorities off the Coast of
University’s Foreign Affairs
Newfoundland in October, 1995.
Symposium cited this tall tale as
true. "I was in the signals intelligence
This radio conversation was released by the
business where you listen to the people talk
Chief of Naval Operations on 10-10-95.
and so on," he said. "So this is true.
It’s an actual recording.”
Americans:
“Please divert your course 15 degrees to the
Snopes managed to track the potential origins
North to avoid a collision.”
of the fake news story back to a cartoon from
Newfoundlanders:
“Recommend you divert YOUR course 15
degrees to the South to avoid a collision.”
Americans:
“This is the captain of a US Navy ship. I say
again, divert YOUR course.”
Newfoundlanders:
“No, I say again, you divert YOUR course.”
Americans:
“THIS IS THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER USS
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, THE SECOND LARGEST
SHIP IN THE UNITED STATES’ ATLANTIC
FLEET. WE ARE ACCOMPANIED BY THREE
DESTROYERS, THREE CRUISERS AND
NUMEROUS SUPPORT VESSELS.
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1931. It appeared in the Canadian
newspaper The Drumheller
Review. The comic "displayed
two men arguing through
megaphones, one standing on
the bridge of a ship, the other
on the exterior walkway of a
lighthouse, above this bit
of dialogue":
Skipper:
Where are you going with
your blinking ship?
The Other:
“This isn’t a blinking ship.
It’s a lighthouse!”

Rick Mercer
The Final
Report Hits
Stands This
November
BY EVA CROCKER

Rick Mercer, Newfoundland’s
hot-headed political satirist, is
publishing a book of collected
rants this November.
The release of Rick Mercer The Final
Report follows the announcement that
after fifteen years on the air, Mercer’s
weekly show Rick Mercer Report will
finish this fall. The book includes a
selection of the ninety-second rants
Mercer has opened his show with over
the years, alongside new material.
The previously unpublished essays in
the book give readers a peek into the
behind-the-scenes world of the Rick
Mercer Report. Mercer explained that
fans often stop him in the street and
ask him to share stories about life on
the road and the making of the show.
“They love to hear about segments they
saw on television, but they also like
to hear about segments that went so
incredibly wrong they never made it to
television,” Mercer said. “I was happy to
write those stories.”
The newer essays divulge why
certain celebrity interviews
were never aired and
how the crew averted
near disasters on
set. However, they
also include quieter
reflections about
Mercer’s creative
process and how
the tone of his
rants evolved

over the course of the show’s long run.
Mercer says that as a Newfoundlander,
ranting comes naturally to him. He
almost always begins his morning
by listening to the call-in show, Open
Line, and admiring the rants other
Newfoundlanders share on the
program.
“Newfoundlanders aren’t shy and they
aren’t shy to share their opinions and
I think the world would be a far better
place if more people were like that,”
Mercer said.
In his introduction, Mercer explains
that later in his career, he became
more comfortable experimenting with
rants that were less angry and less
funny. He found that some topics, like
Gord Downie’s death, required a more
sombre tone. Re-reading his compiled
rants, Mercer was pleased to find that
the anger in the older rants still felt
genuine and justified, but that it was also
satisfying to be able to reach people with
pieces that were less acerbic.
Many of Mercer’s rants condensed
an argument about current events in
Canada to fit the segment’s ninetysecond constraint. Mercer admits
that when the show premiered in
2004, he was worried he might run
out of subjects for his weekly rant.
However he eventually “learned not to
underestimate the absurdity of life in
this confederation we call Canada.”
Mercer jokes that Rick Mercer The
Final Report is almost like a Coles
Notes on Canadian history because
the older rants in the book provide an
overview of what has happened in the
country over the past fifteen years in
quick, pithy bursts.
“I think anyone who enjoyed
the show will enjoy the stories
and I think any political junkie
out there will want the book
just because it’s a record of
Canadian history and a great
way to remember certain
moments in time,”
Mercer said.
PHOTO: CBC

Too Good
to Be True

I DEMAND THAT YOU CHANGE YOUR COURSE
15 DEGREES NORTH. THAT’S ONE-FIVE
DEGREES NORTH, OR COUNTER MEASURES
WILL BE UNDERTAKEN TO ENSURE THE
SAFETY OF THIS SHIP.”

Women in NL
Face the Nation's
Biggest Wage Gap
Despite Being
Better Educated
Than Men
BY STEPHANIE SMITH

And yet 66% of minimum wage workers
are women.
Perhaps hiring bias explains the gender
wage gap: too many employers see men as
more qualified for zero reason. But some
of the mystery is pretty obvious: it is women
who give up their careers to rear children
as a rule.

66

PERCENT
of minimum

Women continue to find
piecemeal work to
supplement family income.
This may explain why 69%
of part-time workers in NL
are women (Source: Vital
Signs 2018).

Every year, MUN’s Harris
wage workers in
our province are
Centre & The Community
women.
Foundation of NL release a
Statistics Canada clearly tells
"Vital Signs Report." It's a great
us
that
mothers do two-thirds of
read that calls itself a checkup on
all the hours of household work done
the quality of life in Newfoundland
by Canadian parents. So, no surprise they
and Labrador.
make only two-thirds of what they're male
One eyesore from this year's summary of
the states of affairs in Newfoundland &
Labrador was in the opening remarks of
a piece on page 3, by the St. John’s Status
of Women Council, “Our province has the
unfortunate distinction of having the largest
gender wage gap in the country."
The short contribution was big on bleak
stats. Precisely two-thirds of minimum
wage earners in our province are women.
That doesn't line up. Women are as educated as
men in our province. According to Stats Canada,
"Since the early 1990s, women have made up
the majority of full-time students enrolled in
undergraduate university programs."
The same is true for locals enrolled at MUN.
2017 data from MUN shows the number
of female to male graduates in various
disciplines. Here are some examples of the
number of undergrad degrees awarded to
women, versus men, in 2017. :
•
•
•
•
•

Business: 208 women to 171 men
Medicine: 46 women to 34 men
Science: 225 women to 182 men
Social Work: 65 women to 5 men
Education: 216 women to 86 men

The only notable differences in maledominated fields were engineering and
political science. Last year at the Grenfell
Campus in Corner Brook, only 38 men
received undergraduate degrees. Versus
173 women.

partner makes.
But career-disruption as a result of childrearing does not explain away the entire
injustice of the wage gap. Women are clearly
over-represented in lower-paying sectors,
like education. In 2017, 82% of jobs in NL
healthcare were filled by females.
High paying jobs in important resourcebased sectors of our province, like Mining
or Oil & Gas, are notably male dominated.
This is despite the fact women dominate the
number of degrees being awarded in fields
like science & business.
In 2016, the average annual income for a
male in our province was $56,724. For a
woman? $34,259. That's not good enough.
Something needs to be done about the
wage gap -- for equality, sure, but to make
men care more about this, something also
needs to be done about the wage gap for the
betterment of household financial security,
and to stimulate our provincial economy.
More affordable child care options and
government policies that see to their
enactment would be a fine place to start.
Many women stay home to raise their child
because childcare costs are high enough
they nullify the mother's paycheque. What
is done for familial or financial reasons at
the time ends up being a disruption to that
woman's career trajectory. Seniority and
momentum are vital assets for upward
movement of careers.

Our Entrepreneurs
Are Going Boom
as Our Economy Is
Going Bust
BY CHAD PELLEY

MUN's Harris Centre released
its annual "Vital Signs Report"
on October 10th, and its
introduction preamble spoke
to the entrepreneurial boom
that occurred in response to
the bleak and legendary budget
drop of 2016.
"There seems to be a growing focus on
innovation and invention – new ways
of looking at old problems," the report
reads.
One of the guest panellists at the launch
event was Paula Sheppard, CEO at NLOWE.
"I do feel that the downturn in the economy
has been a factor in the increasing number
of entrepreneurs," Sheppard says."People
are looking to find ways to be financially
self-sufficient when the job market is not
as strong as it once was."
But Sheppard also credits a more
welcoming entrepreneurial culture, as
well as the large number of supports
available for start-ups. "There are
a number of organizations, NLOWE
included, that provide support to
start-ups. There is also strong support
from Government for small business,
as they realize that small businesses
are the backbone of the economy of
Newfoundland and Labrador."

She's certainly right about that. A 2016
document from Innovation, Science,
and Economic Development Canada,
titled Key Small Business Statistics,
says that 97.9% of employer businesses
in the Canadian economy are small
businesses. To put that into perspective,
in 2015, small businesses employed over
8.2 million people in Canada, or 70.5% of
the total private labour force.
Here in NL, small businesses employ
114,800 of us. The same document
though, reported a net drop of 4,810
small Canadian businesses in 2016.
whereas here in our province, we're
seeing net increases.
NUMBER OF FEMALE
ENTREPRENEURS HAS NEARLY
TRIPLED IN 10 YEARS
No matter the cause, Sheppard is
certain there's been an increase in
entrepreneurial activity in our province.
In fact, she can prove it. NLOWE
completed a survey in 2018 that
compared data over a 10 year period
(2008-2018).
"In 2008, 23% of women had been in
business 5 years or less," she says.
"In 2018, that number rose significantly
to 67%."
She adds that a TD Economics report
released in 2015 indicated that selfemployed women in our province
increased by a whopping 48% between
2009-2014. The national average
was 3.3%.
Things are looking bright on the
entrepreneurial front. One key to keeping
it this way, or one way to maintain
this momentum, would be to get
government, big industrial projects, and
large corporations committed -- legally
committed -- to partnering with local
businesses.
This could be enforced in a number of
ways. For example, it could be standard
policy that a contract must go to a
local entrepreneur's company if their
company can offer within X% of the best
price on a tender/bid.

#likeab

oss
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More to Come
From New
QV Beer Series
BY LAUREN POWER

From the bog, barrens, and backyards
of Newfoundland, Quidi Vidi Brewing
Co. has launched a series of beers
with flavours of the province.
For years, QVBC has produced
a core lineup of beers,
occasionally experimenting
with their seasonal offering.
Recently, they’ve opened it up to
big, bold choices and found new
successes, like Calm Tom
IPA or Day Boil, their
session IPA.
“It's been fun
working on
new beers from
concept, to
pilot batch, to
full packaging
and production
available in stores,”
says Justin Fong of Quidi
Vidi Brewing Co.
“When we come up with a new idea, first we
brew it on our pilot system and have our staff
(and friends) taste it and evaluate. Once the
recipe and flavor is perfect, we move up to our
bigger system.”
IT'S "OPEN SAISON" THIS FALL
(AND EVERY FALL) AT QV
“Open Saison is a new series of beer that we'll
be doing every year,” says Fong.
The saison is a Belgian style of beer (French
for "season"), a pale ale that is highly
carbonated, fruity and spicy.
“Saisons are the most diverse style of beer,
so you have a lot to work with,” says Fong.
“Saisons are also amazing for adding fruit,
berries, and even vegetables to! The style
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QV is planning to release an Open Saison
series each year throughout the summer
and fall.“The plan is to do a series of beers
that use all the amazing local ingredients that
grow right in our backyards,” says Fong.
Open Saison on Rhubarb is available now on
tap and in six-packs at the brewery, the NLC,
and some convenience stores.
RHUBARB IS OUT NOW; CRAB APPLE,
BLUEBERRY, AND RASPBERRY TO COME
Open Saison on Crabapple will be
available in all the same spots after
November 3rd.
The blueberry and raspberry
saisons will be taproom
exclusives.
To launch the crabapple,
blueberry, and raspberry entries
in the series, QV is teaming up
with Mallard Cottage for their Open
Saison Pig Roast at the brewery on
Saturday, November 3rd.
"The name pretty much says it
all,” says Fong. “Mallard Cottage
will be roasting a pig down at the
brewery and serving everything
buffet-style with all the fixings!
Picture a fall harvest feast with some
new beers added in! There is a limit of
80 tickets so you'll need to move fast.”
EVEN MORE ON TAP AND TO COME ...
The Open Saison series is just the start
of a busy harvest season for QV. The latest
crop of beers includes Weizenhammer
(German wheat beer, available now on
tap and in growlers), Cappuccino Stout
(six-packs and on tap, mid-November),
Salt of the Sea (a salty sour beer
collaboration with the Merb’ys, on tap and
in growlers, mid-November), and Bog and
Barrens (Imperial Bakeapple Gose, available
in cans and on tap November 24).

Visit Quidi Vidi Brewing
at 35 Barrows Road.
Check quidividibrewery.ca
for hours of operation.

Girls With Game
Why Outdoorswoman
Lori McCarthy Wants
More Women Hunting
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Hunting is part of the cultural
heritage of Newfoundlanders and
Labradorians. But what relevance
does it hold today?
A lot. We live in a world where access
to safe, healthy, and affordable food is a
growing concern. Here in our province,
we were not blessed with especially
fertile, rock-free fields, or a gentle
agricultural climate.

Visit Co
dSoun

FIRST
EVENT OF ITS
KIND HAPPENING ON
NOVEMBER 10TH

ds.ca

Through Cod Sounds and the incredible
generosity of volunteers at The Rod and
Gun Club, Lori will be holding the first
Girls With Guns firearms safety and
field day on November 10th to introduce
women to the safe handling of firearms.
The aim is to get them comfortable
enough to hunt.

Food security and the environmental
degradation of the industrial food
system are both local and global issues,
but the wild hunt is a solution
Women' s field days like
tailored to our environment.
this are happening more
Getting our moose (or
Supportive &
all over North America.
whatever we hunt) is an age
non-intimidating
They provide a supportive
old solution for filling the
environment
and non-intimidating
freezer in Newfoundland.
environment, where
But it has been a traditionally
women can ask whatever
male activity. This is changing
questions
they need to, and be
quickly.
empowered by other women on the
same journey.
Women are getting interested in
procuring their own wild meat, be it
The number of female hunters is
because they want to know where their
growing substantially every year.
food comes from, or simply because they
Marketers are noticing, offering better
enjoy the time outdoors, the challenges
gear for women. Beyond worldly
of the hunt, and the bonds it creates.
concerns of food, many women report
a deepening spiritual connection with
Taking the first steps in a male
nature through the hunt. They also
dominated world can be daunting,
report higher self esteem from a feeling
however.
of self sufficiency.
Lori McCarthy, founder of Cod Sounds, has
Revitalizing culture and tradition,
made a career of her devotion to wild food
McCarthy and other women hunters
and Newfoundland foodways. "The rich
are changing the stereotype of "hunter"
history of hunting, fishing, trapping, and
from a person who is most likely male
gathering is something that I am dedicated
to a modern image where anyone who
to passing on to the next generation, and
is concerned about quality food, or loves
to those who have a passion for this land
the outdoors can participate.
and the sea," she says.

PHOTOS: QUIDI VIDI / LUM3N

Saisons
Greetings

gives you the freedom to make some truly
unique beers.”

PHOTO:

MARYBROWNS

The Truly
Surprising
Story of

Today there are more than 130 locations
between NL and BC. Now they're going
international. In 2017, A Mary Brown's popped
up in Florida. It's in a small town in Sarasota
county called Englewood.

Mary
Brown's

The franchise has enjoyed "14 years of same
sales growth," and "40% growth in the past
2 years," meaning their growth spurt is
showing no signs of slowing down, and this
Newfoundland-born franchise is a serious
success story.

BY CHAD PELLEY

Everyone's had a feed of Mary
Brown's, it needs no introduction. But
did you know Mary Brown was a real
woman, from Virginia?
It's true. It's also true that Mary Brown
might have never set foot here on the
island. She didn't need to. Her husband
knew that what Mary was making would
have wings outside of their family's dining
room. He wanted to monetize what
Mary was making.

Now opeN at 245 Freshwater road!

NICK WHALEN
MP St. John’s East

s tj o h N s F a r m e r s m a r k e t. c a

saturdays

9-4

wedNesdays

2-8

Surprisingly, he didn't
sell Mary's recipe to a
fleet of South American
Food Trucks, or even a
restaurant in Virginia,
as you'd expect. He
sold it to 2 chaps from
Newfoundland, Pat Tarrant
and Cyril Fleming.
Pat and Cyril feel in love with Mary's
chicken, bought the recipe, and made their
way back to Newfoundland. In 1969, the
same year America launched Apollo 11 to
the moon, Pat & Cyril launched their chain to
immediate, ravenous success.

NickWhalenMP
/NickWhalenMP
nwhalen.liberal.ca
nick.whalen@parl.gc.ca
709-772-7171

Except, the first store wasn't called Mary
Brown's. It was called Golden Skillet. They
renamed it to Mary Brown's about a year
later, to honour the recipe's namesake.

HI-FI AUDIO GEAR,
SALES, INSTALLATION,
AND ADVICE
TURNTABLES, AMPLIFIERS, SPEAKERS, SURROUND SOUND,

HEADPHONES, COMPUTER AUDIO, BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS + MORE

WWW.PAULFRECKERAUDIO.COM
info@paulfreckeraudio.com

834-7273

So 1969 was a small step for
space travel, and a giant
leap forward for takeout in
Newfoundland & Labrador.
Within 3 years, the franchise
was bursting past the bounds
of the island it was founded on.
Two stores opened in Ontario in
1972 (Oshawa and Mississauga).

All because two dudes loved some lady's
chicken 50 years ago when they tried it
in Virginia, and had the means to build a
business around it. Mary's recipe was inspired
by Southern American recipes for
deep fried chicken. So this
quintessential Dirty Feed
from NL is inspired
not by Bay cuisine,
but by legit American
cuisine.
Greg Roberts is the
modern day owner &
CEO of Mary Brown's. He
started out as a franchisee in
Springdale (who also owned
a few pizza parlours,
pharmacies, and gas
bars at the time). In
2007, he flat out bought
the Mary Brown's Brand.
Since then, Roberts
has racked up some
entrepreneurial awards
and accolades. His recipe for
Mary Brown's consistent growth
involves one key ingredient: an annual
think tank at Harvard university.
Greg is a member of the Young Presidents
Organization. Each year he joins other CEOs
from around the world at Harvard Business
School, where he attends sessions that help
form the foundation of Mary Brown's strategy,
operational tactics, and brand evolution.

But does a modern day feed of Mary Brown's
still taste like the chicken Mary Brown
herself was making in the sixties
in Virginia? Has capitalism cut all
the same cost-saving corners
Did you know
that turned Colonel Saunders
Mary Brown was a
into a serious critic of KFC? Job
real woman, from
to say, until someone invents
Virginia?
time travel. A Big Mary & Taters
remains irresistible regardless.
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REVIEW BY BRAD PRETTY

Cicerone
Caterpillar Diesel
Cicerone is the moniker for Ashton Whitt’s personal musical
escapades. A veteran talent who has punched worthy time in hard
rocking bands like The Darts and Bad Milk (among many, many
others), Ashton’s foray into songwriting with Cicerone is a more
cerebral journey
On Caterpillar Diesel he’s in control of a strong slate of collaborators — a mix of some
of the best known and most unheralded talent around — and he uses their array of
strengths to create a detailed, vivid, textured world for his songs to live in.
It’s quite a departure, if you’ve come to expect a slew of
grinding guitars and coursing, thick bass. While there
are moments where the riff mentality rears its
head, the album is a relaxed and paced trek that
crosses boundaries between anthemic hooks and
backbeat twang.
It’s got a massive classic rock feel, obviously
imprinted from dad rock records. But it doesn’t
settle in simply one place — it manages to shuffle
and shift into different versions of laid back charm.
It’s the ultimate car album, built for settling in and
singing along.
One thing that really stands out is Whitt’s eagerness to craft a unique
experience for every song. Some are reliant on double tracked harmonies.
Others swim in a sea of reverb. Others on discordant bridges. It’s obvious that an immense
amount of care went into the character of the album — one produced primarily by Whitt
himself, with some helping hands along the way.
It’s a lovely little jaunt that showcases real artistry, talent, and attention to detail. One of
the best albums I’ve heard all year, Cicerone’s Caterpillar Diesel comes with all fixings that
we expect from those that truly have a leg up; meaningful songwriting, sonic smarts, and
a plethora of memorable moments. It’s a welcome detour down unexplored territory, but
one where the roads and scenery feel just familiar enough to be of comfort.
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Peter Willie Youngtree has been a fixture in the St. John’s country-folk
scene for several years now, building a steady following of fans along
the way, and earning himself Music NL’s 2016 Country Recording of the
Year award for his 2015 debut Country Hymns.
This November he returns with a new band, and a new release entitled Musical Chairs
under the moniker Youngtree and The Blooms. With producer Chris Kirby at the helm, and
a host of talented local musicians including Carole Bestvater, Darren Browne, Chuck Boyd,
and Joe Tucker, Musical Chairs largely picks up where Youngtree’s
self-produced Country Hymns left off.
Listening to Musical Chairs, it’s clear that Youngtree is a songwriter interested in continuing
to push himself forward. Musically, the new album takes bigger risks and explores broader
themes, with death and mortality featuring prominently on Musical Chairs.
On songs like “Hilltops of Blowing Heather” and “Ten Million Ways,” it’s also clear
Youngtree is drawn to lavish country folk wordsmiths like Gordon Lightfoot and Bob
Dylan. Just as present on songs like “Dirt Party” are country western artists like Billy Joe
Shaver, who strip music back to its country core by saying plenty with only a few words.
The 9 songs on Musical Chairs cover a lot of ground stylistically and lyrically, but in some
ways, the album feels like a study in contradictions. Youngtree has chosen to carve out
his place in a genre of music that is, by design, not an easy one for young songwriters: it’s
retrospective, and probably even a little retrograde insofar as it holds up “hard-living” men
as its heroes. While Youngtree explores both the manic country poet, and stoic cowboy
personas with confidence and ease, he’s ultimately a relatively young contemporary
songwriter balancing life experience against larger than life personas of yesteryear.
On songs like “She Found Me,” “Why Didn’t You?,” and “Living in the Dark,” Youngtree
channels an alt-country rock sound reminiscent of more contemporary artists like Ryan
Adams. This is where Youngtree’s voice and lyrics are at their strongest, and naturally
convey the most emotion and authority.
Despite the different styles and distinctions, the songs on Musical Chairs feel cohesive and
part of a larger vision. Chris Kirby’s production on Musical Chairs is obviously central to this,
but Carole Bestvater’s consistent, standout backup vocals are pivotal to this cohesiveness
as well. Bestvater’s presence on the bulk of the album further serves to balance some of the
inherent bravado at play in the country poet, and stoic cowboy presonas.

YOUNGTREEANDTHEBLOOMS

NEW RELEASES

Youngtree
& The Blooms
Musical Chairs

will release Musical
Chairs November
20th

PHOTO: CICERONE.BANDCAMP.COM /

SPIN THIS.

REVIEW BY SANDY MAY

Youngtree
& The Blooms

The 2018 awards were given out last month at a gala event in
Twillingate, and endcapped a week of varied workshops, showcases, and
events. Both Fortunate Ones and Mark Bragg walked away with their hands full, having won
three awards each. It was Fortunate Ones who took home Album of the Year. Rum Ragged
and Rube & Rake doubled up with two apiece. Rum Ragged won Group of the Year.
“The MusicNL awards are a chance for the province’s finest artists and music industry professionals
to be acknowledged for excellence in their artwork,” Glenda Tulk, Executive Director of MusicNL,
said. “MusicNL is extremely pleased with the quality of talent that was on display this week. We had
an extraordinary number of votes per category and thank the membership for their participation in
the voting process and all things MusicNL Week 2018 here in Twillingate.”

2018 Winners
ADAM BAXTER Music Educator
ANITA BEST Industry Builder
AARON BISHOP Graphic Artist
MARK BRAGG Alternative Album, Male Artist, Songwriter of the Year
MARIA CHERWICK Side Musician
CHESS CLUB Rap/Hip-Hop Artist
ARLENE CHURCHILL Volunteer of the Year
CITADEL HOUSE Outstanding Company
TOM COCHRANE Industry Professional, Media Personality
EARLE & COFFIN Jazz/Blues Artist
MICK DAVIS Rock Artist
CAROLINA EAST Artist of the Year
FORTUNATE ONES Album of the Year, Music Video (Northern Star), Pop Artist
GAME BOY Electronic Artist
WALLACE HAMMOND Unsung Hero
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR FOLK FESTIVAL Event of the Year
RALPH O'BRIEN Lifetime Achievement
OUROBOROS Instrumental Artist/Group
RUBE & RAKE Folk Roots Artist, Rising Star

Storm's
Hemp Ale
Is Back
BY LAUREN POWER

“As it is a beer brewed with
Cannabis Sativa, the time was
right to re-launch,” says Michael
McBride, owner of STORM
BREWING. Their Hemp Ale had
been on a decade-long hiatus.

For those who have had their marijuana
curiosity piqued with the recent changes
in the prohibition laws, be aware that
any “high” a hemp ale provides will be
your typical beer buzz: the alcoholic
drinks contain no THC.

The beverage is currently available
on draught at the Ship Pub (where its
original run was available) and the
QuidiVidi Tap Room (15 Barrows Road).
You can also find it in a limited bottle
If you don’t remember the beer, you
release at select NLC and convenience
probably remember the label. The classic
stores in St. John’s, in the brewery’s
retro label wil be back too, featuring
usual non-industry standard
a pot leaf emblem surrounded
650ml bottles, as well as in
by grain, in colours of green,
Any “high” a
six-packs.
red, and gold.
hemp ale provides
will be your typical beer
For over two decades,
Storm’s Hemp Ale was
buzz: the alcoholic
STORM
has been a brewer
first brewed in 1998, after
drinks contain
of
traditional
British style
going through “six months
no THC.
and
specialty
ales,
and has
of bureaucracy” to be able to
remained
independently
owned
package and sell it.
and operated. Overall, the brewer
has succeeded at being good, small,
From there, Hemp Ale became one
and
independent. “Having been brewing
of STORM’s standard offerings. “We
for
over
20 years and having traveled
brewed it more than 50 times through
around
the
world visiting all kinds of
September 2006,” says McBride.
breweries,
it's interesting to see
“But hemp seeds became difficult
the
current
boom here at home,”
to source in North America
says
McBride.
during the Bush presidency, thus
creating a stigma related to all
things cannabis.”
Hemp Ale is brewed using
water, malted barley,
imported hops, yeast, and
hemp seeds. McBride
says the beer is light
and refreshing, with a
balanced, earthy, and
mellow flavour that
has a nutty and
herbal aftertaste.

In light of the recent growth
of the province’s craft beer
market, it doesn’t appear
that STORM is planning on
changing course. And it
remains to be seen if Hemp
Ale is back for good, or
if it’s a limited run. “Not
sure about the future of
Storm Weed Beer,” says
McBride. “But we like it,
and we brew what
we like!”
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MARKBRAGGMUSIC / FORTUNATEONESMUSIC / YOUROUROBOROS / CHESSCLUBRAP / EARLEANDCOFFINMUSIC / CAROLINA.EAST.MUSIC

The MusicNL Awards celebrate local musicians
who are members of MusicNL, alongside industry
professionals of Newfoundland and Labrador.

High Time!

While it’s the only beer of its kind in the
province, STORM isn’t the first place
to brew with hemp. Hemp beers can
be found worldwide, and use various
methods to infuse the beer with hemp
products such as seeds. Seeds are
important later in the process, for
flavoring. “For the current brew, we
sourced quality hemp seeds from a farm
in Ontario,” says McBride. “We used our
original proprietary recipe and we are
really pleased with the result.”

PHOTO:

Bragg, Fortunate Ones
Take Home 3 Trophies Apiece
From MusicNL Awards

The Thoughtful
Conversation:
Newfoundland
Growlers And
Mile One Centre:
Will Local
Ownership Be
The Difference?
BY CHAD BENNETT

This was,
without
mincing words,
a sucker punch
to the gut. We built
a new facility for this
franchise using public
money, only to have our
would be anchor tenant promptly
bail. Mile One from that moment on
hemorrhaged money, and chewed up
one sports franchise after another.
The QMJHL Fog Devils arrived in 2005,
left in 2008. The AHL's Winnipeg Affiliate
arrived in 2011 under the IceCaps banner,
gone in 2015. The Montreal Canadians
farm team arrived in 2015, also under the
IceCaps banner and was gone in 2017.

The Newfoundland Growlers are the fifth
hockey franchise to call Mile One home
in 18 years. That's more hockey teams
than provincial elections in the same
time period. And through it all, Mile One
has felt like a dead building. Even on
The ECHL began life in 1988
great nights, the atmosphere
with 5 teams, and it swelled
has felt tempered, muted,
We've had nearly
to a high water mark of 31
with the cheers drying up
two decades of
teams in 2003. Currently
waiting, but the
faster than they should.
there are 27. It is hard to
Newfoundland
Growlers just might
ignore the fact that 60
If you were fortunate
be a team worth
ECHL franchises have
enough to have watched
cheering for.
either folded or have been
a game at the old Memorial
relocated during the league's
Stadium, you'll know what
30 year history, so musical
I mean. By every single
chairs and fly-by night franchises
metric, Mile One is
have been this league's constant
the far superior rink,
companion. Signs of future stability are
better sight-lines,
very evident however, as more and more
concessions,
teams have been purchased by their
facilities, seats,
NHL affiliates, putting them on solid
boards, ice,
financial footings.
brighter, cleaner,
everything; except
Mile One Centre has not been around
that atmosphere.
as long as the ECHL, but its history has
certainly been one of flux. Opened in
The 'Old Lady By
2001, Mile One was built to replace the
The Lake' felt grand,
old Memorial Stadium and house the St.
important, and alive with
John's Maple Leafs, who are now the
passion. When you stomped your
Toronto Marlies. Shortly after Mile One
feet, the building rumbled with energy as
opened, the St. John's Maple Leafs made
though you were perched on the rim of

PHOTO:

NLGROWLERS

The game began in the October
rain, a fitting start for a franchise
with an uncertain future. I, like
over 6000 others, went to the
franchise opening game not
really knowing what to expect.
The ECHL, an unknown league in
a stadium where teams go to die,
would this one be different?

it known that they
were leaving,
and did so
in 2004.
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a great timpani
drum wrapped
around the
ice. The
teams were
ours, the
Senior hockey
teams and the
Maple Leafs felt
like our team,
until we were harshly
reminded that they
weren't. These teams meant
something in a way that the
temporary teams to follow never
did and never could.
The crowd lights were dim and the ice
surface glowed; a theatre of tension,
excitement, and expectation. Mile One
is without question the better rink, but
Memorial Stadium was the better stage.
Throughout the opening game, beyond
the glitz of a light show, the NSO,
and Alan Doyle who sang the Ode to
Newfoundland beautifully, something
which always makes my heart glow.
Beyond the glitches of the scoreboard
that refused to work for a few minutes, a
microphone which refused to work for a
few more, and concourse level LED lights
which weren't installed in time. I couldn’t
help thinking that this team didn't feel
temporary. The cheers felt a little more
hopeful and the win felt a little sweeter.
Maybe it is the fact that this team is
owned by a local ownership group, maybe
the fact that the owners have expressed
a sincere desire to buy the stadium,
and Mile One could finally stop
losing public money.
The top two thirds
of Mile One is still
dead under foot,
but maybe the
drum could be
brought back. The
Atmosphere is still
thin, but maybe we could
turn down the crowd lights
just a little, the stage could be
reset. We've had nearly two decades of
waiting, but the Newfoundland Growlers
just might be a team worth cheering for.

Mini Block Created
By Rawlin’s Cross
Roundabout
About To Get New
Life As a Venue
Stella’s Circle has been given
permission to hold their annual
Light Up Hope event in a unique
space that's never been used before.
It's the new car-free space in the
centre of Rawlin's cross, that was
created by the new roundabout,
and is currently boxed in by
roadblocks.
At October 17th’s council meeting, Cllr.
Jamieson called it an exciting way to use the
space, adding, “who knows what we can do
with it more permanently in the future.”
The rest of council looked like they agreed,
and Cllr Hanlon asked people to “send in
suggestions” for what the space could be used
for in the future, if that space does become a
permanent fixture.
Cllr Burton has double checked and confirmed
that the fire department can navigate the
Rawlins Cross Roundabout safely without
needing to use the middle section during an
emergency.
Mini block parties may abound, and provide a
glimpse into the small pleasures most capital
cities enjoy in public spaces. So, kudos to the
new city council for making a traffic jamming
intersection less congested, and not caving to
some inevitable blowback about establishing
something new in this old town. And kudos
again, for entertaining fun ways to use the novel
outdoor space that is emerging because of it.
As a parting note on the intersection, if you’re
in camp “That Intersection Is a Nightmare for
Pedestrians!” please consider holding that
sentiment against bad or selfish drivers, who
ignore or cannot navigate crosswalks.
If drivers are indeed ignoring crosswalks, it’s
not city council’s fault some townie drivers
treat pedestrians as intrusions, right?
Anyone who fails to check for a crosswalk or
stop for a pedestrian shouldn't have passed
their driver's exam.

GOOD NEWS
For Bad Potholes
Province-Wide
Roads are expensive to maintain. That’s why
they’re often in a state of disrepair. Especially

The Federal Investing in
Canada Plan is expected
to spark unprecedented
investments in
public transit

in rural towns with small municipal budgets.
Traditionally, a small town would have to pay 50% of the cost required to build or
repair roadways. It was just announced that the Provincial Government is adjusting
the cost share ratios for new municipal infrastructure projects. This will make it
easier for communities to build and repair roads. For new road construction, or
expansion to existing roads, the new municipal rate is now 26.7%. The provincial and
federal governments will cover 33.3% and 40% respectively. For road repair work,
the provincial and federal governments will cover 33% and 50% respectively, leaving
16.7% to the municipality. The province’s generosity is being made possible by the
Federal Investing in Canada Plan. The Plan provides $555 million in federal funding
for infrastructure projects in Newfoundland & Labrador. Tony Keats is the President
of Municipalities Newfoundland and Labrador. He says, “Our members called on
the Provincial Government to work with Municipalities Newfoundland and Labrador
on more affordable ways for municipalities to invest in roads. This announcement
responds to that call, and allows many of our members to get on with the important
work of building their communities.”

City Talk

U-Pass Could
Change Public
Transit in St. John's
(But Has Its Flaws)
BY TYLER DOWNEY

"In 1973, the Alma Mater Society
identified a growing need for
student access to Transit and
brought the Bus-It program to all
Queen’s students!” Thus began the
oldest Universal Transit Pass (or
U-Pass if you don’t have the time)
in Canada.
Perhaps the soon-to-be newest U-Pass
program will come from our very own
Memorial University. MUN is currently in the
planning and consultation stages of their own
U-Pass Plan. So what does U-Pass entail?
At its core, U-Pass is a campus-wide public
transit plan for students. Students pay part
of their tuition or fees into the program, and
receive discounted transit passes.
The money they provide goes into the
provision of better services to and from
the campus for them, but all transit users
would also feel the benefits. The particular
implementation of the plan depends on
local factors, but in short, the more riders
subscribing to U-Pass, the cheaper it becomes
to provide the service.

Nov 24 | 8:00 pm | St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre
TICKETS ON SALE NOW! ARTSANDCULTURECENTRE.COM

The benefits of U-Pass would be many:
cheaper student passes ($100-$180 per
semester, compared to $275 for the current
student pass), more money being put into our
transit system, no parking hassle, less traffic,
more direct routes to campus, and of course,
lower carbon emissions.

One possible outcome on the table would be
the extension of bus service to CBS, Portugal
Cove, and Torbay. U-Pass has the capacity to
increase ridership, provide a regular mode of
transportation for a group that often can’t afford
cars, and normalize public transit among young
people in a city where less than 5% of residents
claim public transit as their primary mode of
transportation.
Plus, bus users tend to walk more, which
improves the health of our students.
U-Pass is no magic bullet transit solution,
however. The costs would be borne by
the student population, and the cheapest
agreements come from mandatory costs paid
by all students, even those who do not use
transit.
The focus is also quite narrow, affecting only
students, and in some plans, faculty and staff,
at MUN. This is not to mention that if the transit
service isn’t already robust, it may not be
enough incentive for students to buy in to use a
service they don’t find valuable.
This all suggests that, in order to be
effective, a U-Pass program would need to
be accompanied by broader transit reform.
Indeed, as Happy City’s own Dr. David Brake
suggested in a recent letter in The Telegram,
more frequent service, accessible buses,
bus shelters, and a more regional focus for
Metrobus could significantly increase that allimportant level of ridership.
It could increase it to heights which would
reduce household transit expenses, and transit
costs in general. This is on top of the reduction
in costs for specialized services like GoBus,
which would come as a result of a more robust
transit system.
U-Pass or not U-Pass? That is the question.
Would you ride the bus on the regular for
cheaper fares? If not, what else would need
to change to get you on board? Tell MUN your
thoughts at https://www.mun.ca/u-pass/, and
let’s enjoy a broader discussion around transit
in our Happy City.
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How The Snelgrove
Rape Trial Appeal
Could Affect The Legal
Definition Of Consent
In Canada
BY EMILY DEMING

In 2017, The Snelgrove sexual assault
trial caused public outcry when an
RNC constable was accused, and then
acquitted, of sexual assault. The jury
was never allowed to consider what
was foremost in the public’s mind: the
alleged assailant was a police officer,
on-duty and in uniform, when he gave
the complainant a ride home and then
entered her apartment.
Now that the Crown has won its appeal of that
verdict, in a 2 to 1 ruling in the Newfoundland
and Labrador Court of Appeal (NLCA), a new
jury may finally get that chance.
Juries are “triers of fact.” They hear evidence,
including witness and expert testimony,
determine credibility, and weigh the evidence
accordingly. But juries are not legal experts;
as laypeople, average citizens, our peers may
judge us, but they might not know the law.
That is why the judge — the “gatekeeper”
of the law — must give the jury instructions
about the law and how to apply it.
THE ROLE OF SECTION 273.1(2)(C) OF
THE CRIMINAL CODE IN THIS CASE
Partway through the original trial, in voir
dire (a session without the jury present), the
Crown argued that Justice Marshall (the trial
judge) should instruct the jury on section
273.1(2)(c) of the criminal code. It reads, “No
consent is obtained … where the accused
induces the complainant to engage in the
activity by abusing a position of trust, power
or authority.”
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BUT DID HE "INDUCE CONSENT"
BY ABUSING HIS POSITION?
But the power imbalance is not enough.
Did he “induce” consent by “abusing” that
position? Otherwise, as the dissenting
judge points out in their “slippery slope”
take, “Without the inducement requirement,
Parliament would be … virtually prohibiting all
sexual relationships of all those in a position
of trust, power, or authority.”

The question is , Does criminal abuse
of power to gain consent have to
be an overt act? The crown argued
The jury was never
that “inducing” consent can be
allowed to consider
subtle, and evidence of inducement
Section 273.1(2)(c)
can
be inferred from context. Hollett
The Crown maintained that the
of the criminal
told me “lots of times people don’t
complainant had no intention
code
know why they consent.” So there may
of consenting, and, in fact, could
be inducement without direct complainant
not consent because she was either
testimony.
unconscious or so drunk as to make
consent impossible. He argued that if the
THIS DECISION WILL AFFECT THE
jury found Snelgrove’s testimony credible
LEGAL DEFINITION OF CONSENT IN
(that Jane Doe had implicitly and verbally
CANADA
consented), they could still convict him if
Snelgrove got that consent by abusing his
This gets to the heart of the legal
“position of trust power or authority.” They
question of this appeal. What does
were never given that option.
“induces”/“inducement” mean in these
circumstances? Hollett argues that, up to
Justice Marshall sided with the defence. She
now, all case law on this is “unclear” and
pointed out that Jane Doe could not recall
“contradictory.” Case law is law. How the
what happened, and so never testified that
criminal code has been interpreted and
Snelgrove “induced” consent. Not convinced
applied in individual trials shapes the
of any evidence that Snelgrove used being a
law itself.
cop to gain consent, she concluded it would
be unfair to instruct the jury on this aspect of
This decision affects more than Snelgrove,
the law.'
Jane Doe, and the witnesses who may have
to re-testify. It affects the legal definition of
This decision was the main grounds for the
consent in Canada. So far, Hollett pointed
appeal submitted by Crown attorney Iain
out, the Supreme Court of Canada “has not
Hollett. He argued that there was evidence,
circumstantial evidence, and that instead
of instructing the jury and allowing them
to come to their own conclusions, Justice
Marshall judged that evidence herself (ex.
Jane Doe stated that because of “the state she
was in” she “figured it would be safer to go
with a police officer than a cab driver”)
Hollett argued in the NLCA that, “It is clear
from the very nature of the relationship
that the police officer on duty, in uniform,
in a police car, is in a position of trust and
authority over all of us. That is the very
nature of the relationship.” Each of the three
appeal judges agreed with that point. Even
the dissenting judge conceded that the

weighed in on what are the parameters?
What needs to be proven? What do the words
mean?” He asked the NLCA to “provide some
clarity” on what, exactly, 273.1(2)c means. He
asked them to make new case law.
And they may have. As one of the assenting
judges states in her opinion, the “surrounding
circumstances” may be considered by the
jury to decide if consent was full and free or
“persuad[ed] or entic[ed].”
“Persuaded or enticed” is a broader, more
nuanced way to interpret that one word:
induced. She determined that a jury may
consider the “vulnerability” of an intoxicated
Jane Doe as compared to a sober officer of
the law.
The second judge went even further. She wrote,
“in this case, it was open to the jury to consider
the complainant to have been vulnerable — as
a drunk civilian woman getting a ride home
in the middle of the night from a sober police
officer in his police car, and then letting him
into her apartment believing he was checking
on her safety.”They are not saying he is guilty
of inducing consent, only that the circumstance
itself was (circumstantial) evidence, and the
jury should be allowed, indeed, instructed, to
assess it for themselves.
And a new jury may get to do just that.
Because the ruling was not unanimous, the
defence has 30 days to appeal this decision
to the Supreme Court of Canada. If this is
appealed to the Supreme Court, any decision
they make, and how they phrase their
opinions, would supersede lower court rulings
and could shape how we interpret consent law
across the country, and for a long time.
If the defence does not appeal (and we may
know either way, by the time this is published),
the crown can order a retrial, and this time the
jury will have more options.

PHOTO: EMILY DEMMING

power imbalance was inherent in Snelgrove’s
position over Jane Doe.

GRAB 2019
BY THE TAIL.

Sharon King-Campbell’s

Directed by Berni Stapleton

November 28 - December 1 2018 at 8pm
& December 2, 2018 at 2pm
www.persistencetheatre.com
709-753-4531 / 3 victoria st.

produced
in partnership
with

merbys.ca

MIGHTYPOP PRESENTS

THE

ONCE
ON SALE NOW

SATURDAY DEC. 15

MIGHTYPOP PRESENTS

MORE OR LESS
2019 TOUR

ON SALE NO
W

SUNDAY DEC. 16

2:30 PM MATINEE SHOW 7:30 PM EVENING SHOW
FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING SHOWS ARE SOLD OUT

GOWER ST UNITED CHURCH
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT
THE HOLY HEART THEATRE BOX OFFICE,
(709) 579-4424 and holyhearttheatre.com

JANUARY 23, 2019

GEORGE ST UNITED CHURCH, 8 PM
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT MIGHT YPOP.CA
danmanganmusic.com

@danmanganmusic
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Self-described as the world’s
first food atlas, tasteatlas.com
has been launched to promote
“eat local culture.”
Its secondary goal is to connect travelers
with the traditional dishes of the city they’re
visiting. For example, the website associates
St. John’s with toutons, and suggests 3 spots
to eat them:
Blue on Water • Classic Cafe • Bagel Cafe
The nature of Taste Atlas makes it a great
preservation tool for, and celebration of
traditional foods worldwide. People can
make up their own minds as to how accurate
it is, but the atlas does contain almost 10,000
dishes, drinks, and ingredients.
TASTE ATLAS FEATURES 8 DISHES
FROM NEWFOUNDLAND
& LABRADOR
8 of the 66 Canadian food or drink mentions
on Taste Atlas are from our province:
Toutons • Jiggs Dinner • Scrunchions
Cold Plates • Fish & Brewis
Seal Flipper Pie • Bakeapple Pie
Figgy Duff
While it’s safe to say the website doesn’t
know as much as nan would about each food
item it lists, it’s also safe to say you’ll learn
a thing or two about the dishes that define
us, if you check out the site. As an example,

All in all, it’s pretty
accurate. It knows
toutons are served
with molasses, not
maple syrup.
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All in all, it’s pretty accurate. It knows toutons
are served with molasses, not maple syrup.
It calls Cold Plates a “fundraiser and wedding
staple.” It knows Jiggs’ Dinner is served on
Sundays, to a large crowd of people, and
with pickled beets and cranberry sauce as
condiment. It even knows that the leftovers
are fried up as “hash” the next day. So they
did their homework.
It’s suggesting where to eat these dishes
that the website will trip up a little. The
answer is too ever-changing, too dependent
on personal tastes, too vast of a thing to
list (like where to eat poutine in Canada). Or
sometimes too impossible of a thing to list
(like where to eat cold plates in NL).
AND 66 FROM CANADA
All the Canadian classics are there as well.
Poutine, smoked salmon, Montreal smoked
meat sandwiches, pancakes with maple
syrup, beavertails, and more, including some
things we, as Canadians, don’t think of as our
own, like Montreal Hot Dogs (aka Steamies).
And did you know garlic fingers and donair
sauce is more or less an Atlantic Canadian
thing?
Speaking of pizza spin-offs, if, like everyone,
you love pizza, give “Pictou County pizza” a try
next time you’re in Nova Scotia. It differs from
normal pizza because of its unique, chewy
dough, a spicy brown sauce, and Halifaxmade Brothers‘ pepperoni. According to Taste
Atlas, “Every year, there is a Pictou County
pizza competition, so that the locals can find
out which pizza restaurant is the best.” Select
Sobeys outlets carry a frozen Pictou Pizza for
14.99. It's good. Taste Atlas also includes some
dishes born in Canada by our bastardization of
international fare, like Sushi Pizza.

Meet The
Sisters Behind
Figgyduff Dory
Apparel
& Best Kind
Bakeshoppe
BY FELICITY ROBERTS

Jana and Jessika Petten
are downhome baygirl
sweethearts exploding with
creativity, energy, and style.
I don't usually do interviews at 8am at
the Thorburn Road Tim Hortons. But
then, I'm not usually interviewing
the whirlwind Petten sisters.
These Port de Grave
sweethearts are exciting
young entrepreneurs,
with a few different irons
in the fire.
This particular morning,
Jessica is on her way to
Atlantic Fashion week in Halifax
as part of designer Melanie
Jacqueline's team for the
event. Since the sisters are
driving to town anyway, we're
meeting pre flight to discuss
the women's present and future
ventures.
Both sisters are involved in the fashion
world. Jessica does makeup and hair,
both in fantasy colours if possible.
Her ideal client doesn't so much want
to look like a movie vixen so much
as a unicorn or a mermaid. Glitter is
basically her religion.
Jana, on the other hand, is the creative
and business force behind Figgyduff
Dory, a company which makes cute
t-shirts, and beanies and the like,
which feature witty sayings done with
a Newfoundland twist. The company
is growing at a comfortable pace. The
"Fries B4 B'ys" and "1,2,(tree emoji)"
designs have been big hits.

Jana &

Jessika

Petten

Best Kind
Bakeshoppe, however, is a
different beast. “It's hard to keep up
with,” the sisters tell me. They run the
operation together, making all sorts
of delicious treats, and selling them
at the Some Good Market , pop up
events, and craft fairs.
Many of the treats are inspired
by and supportive of the
awesome products of
other locals, like the
cookie that features
Newfoundland Salt
Company sea salt. It's
the cookie sandwiches
they feel have pushed their
popularity. “They became a
movement” says Jessika. It's
a lot of work, but they love
it. “The cupcakes are our
children,” I'm told.
These two are baygirls
through and through, and
love living near but not right in St.
John's. They enjoy road trips around
Newfoundland and eventually want
a food truck so they can sell their
products to more of the island.
Jana also hopes to find distribution
for Figgyduff Dory in stores outside of
the Avalon peninsula. They tell me of
their dreams to visit Labrador, among
other exciting places.
Besides travel, what do they do
with the tiny amount of spare time
they get? In a glorious moment of
relatability, the rising stars don't
sound that different from anyone else.
“Read, or watch Netflix.”
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World’s First
Food Atlas
Has 8 NL
Dishes In It

toutons are also known as Damper Dogs,
Washday Bread, Tiffins, Towtents, Tushins,
and Damper Devils.

Win Win

Social Housing is
the Moral and
Cost-Effective Solution for
Homelessness in NL
Below are the costs per month
to use a public system to
temporarily house people who
are experiencing homelessness.

BY CHAD BENNETT

In 2006, Malcolm Gladwell
published an article in the New
Yorker entitled "Million Dollar
Murray." The day to day life of a
man named Murray, who lived on
the streets of Reno, Nevada, was
recorded. Gladwell calculated that
Murray's time spent in prison, his
stays in homeless shelters, his visits
to emergency rooms, and his stays
in hospitals, added up to well over a
million dollars in only ten years.
A similar study was carried out in Canada
and published in the medical journal BMC
Health Services Research, titled "A 10
year retrospective analysis of hospital
admissions and length of stay among a
cohort of homeless adults in Vancouver,
Canada" (Russolillo et al, 2016). This
study recruited participants as part of an
experimental trial. It kept comprehensive
records of data like acute hospitalizations.
The results show that 80% of the
participants were hospitalized. Of that

percentage of people hospitalized, they had
an average of 6 hospital admissions, and
71.4 days per person, during the 10 year
observation period. The Canadian Institute
for Health Information puts the cost of a
standard hospital stay at $6,060.

Hospital: $10,900
Provincial Jail: $4,333
Bed in a Shelter: $1,932
Rental supplement: $701
Social housing: $200
Source: End Homelessness St. John's
Everyone Counts Report

were provisionally accommodated, while
102 were absolutely homeless.
Simply providing someone with a home
won't solve any underlying issues of mental
The End Homelessness St. John's Everyone
illness or drug abuse, additional supports
Counts final report 2018 also included a list
would be required to help in those areas. But
of per month costs associated with public
even without any additional interventions,
systems used to temporarily house people
appropriately addressing housing needs for
who are experiencing homelessness.
homeless people would dramatically reduce
the existing degree of costly and preventable
Hospital: $10,900, Rental supplement:
hospitalization of people experiencing
$701, Shelter bed: $1,932, Provincial
homelessness, and thus lower
Jail: $4,333, and finally Social
the healthcare costs for the
It cost Reno,
housing: $200.
province.
Nevada over a million
dollars to keep Murray
The cost of utilizing public
On April 11th 2018, End
living on the street
systems such as hospitals or
Homelessness St. John's
for 10 years.
prisons to house individuals,
conducted its second biennial
as we all can see, is significantly
point-in-time count of the
higher than providing community
city's homeless population.
supports and programs such as
The resulting report, Everyone
social housing.
Counts, provided a snapshot of the
minimum number of people experiencing
In the 2018 Vital Signs report, we heard from
homelessness on a single day in St. John's.
Erica Norman, program coordinator for
On that day, 165 people were homeless, 63

Choices for Youth. "Many of the youth who
come to Choices for Youth have experienced
family breakdown, but that seems even
more common for LGBTQ2S+ youth, and in
particular trans youth. When young people
are not accepted by all or by some of their
family they can experience high rates of
mental health issues which are brought
on or made worse by bullying, rejection,
segregation, and isolation. For many of
these youth in rural areas of the province,
moving to St. John's becomes a way to
escape the bullying and isolation and to
access critical supports."
Of those experiencing homelessness in St.
John's, 64% have migrated to St. John's
from around Newfoundland and Labrador
and elsewhere.
Erica continued: "Of course, even when they
arrive in St. John's navigating and finding
appropriate and empowerment-based
supports can be a challenge, especially if
they have experienced trauma and abuse."
Choices For Youth, and similar youthfocused organizations work within a critical
window of time. Despite their trauma,
these are the lives which are most easily
set right. The most gain for the least cost
is to be found here. Instead of living a hard
life of torment for 60 plus years, they can
be empowered and save our Province an
incredible amount of money at the same
time. This is in everyone's best interest.
It cost Reno, Nevada over a million dollars
to keep Murray living on the street for 10
years. It costs Vancouver over $432,684
in acute hospital care alone for every
homeless person every 10 years. The State
of Homelessness reports that the annual
cost of homelessness to the Canadian
economy is $7.05 Billion every year.
If those experiencing homelessness in St.
John's are in any way similar to the rest of
North America, than it would be cheaper
to buy each and every one of them a new
house every 10 years than to leave them on
the streets.
Whether you think government should
spend as little as possible, or you think
government should be providing the most
comprehensive system of social safety
nets, there is acreage of common ground.
Everyone can agree that homelessness is a
luxury we cannot afford.
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Chinched Bar
Manager Des
Tapper Talks Tips
& Tools for The
Aspiring Home
Bartender

While taste in liqueurs is personal, Des
advises having one around specifically for
coffee, such as Baileys. Buy mix in small cans
(large bottles go flat before used up), and “if
you're going to go drinking one evening, buy
a separate bottle for that so you don't deplete
your stock. Your bar is for an after work drink,
or when you have your friends over.” Not for
binge drinking alone.

As for tools, Des
recommends a small
kit. The Boston shaker,
Your bar is for
favoured by most
an after work drink,
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
professional bartenders,
or when you have
your friends
is his choice over the 3
over.
piece Cobbler shaker, which
Bitter truth is not too hard to find
limits
drink capacity, and can
in Newfoundland for a true cocktilian.
become difficult to open. A multi
By their very definition, coined in
tasking beverage opener, a jigger for
1806, cocktails include bitters. These
measuring liquids, a large silicone ice cube tray,
aromatic dashes of concentrated
tongs, and a strainer round out his needs. The
more gear-oriented may want to add a muddler,
flavour, of liquid spice, are used only
an egg separator, a citrus juice squeezer, and a
in the tiniest drops, yet they make our
bar spoon to this list.

cocktails deep, complex, and balanced.
Bitters can completely change the profile of a
drink, but local selection is severely limited
at liquor stores, bars can't legally produce
their own, and the variety of cocktails
available suffers as a result. It's a source
of frustration for professional
bartenders like Chinched's bar
manager, Des Tapper.
Short of changing the
regulations, is there a way
for an enterprising citizen
to prevail? As always, yes.
Create your own home bar.
Start by making the special
varieties of bitters you need for
cocktails customized perfectly to you
and your b'ys.
Incidentally, the home bar's most important
customer is you. So even if steeping artisanal
bitters is not your game, cheaper cocktails
and mixed drinks probably are. You may not
have the years of bar experience Des does,
but he's happy to guide you through the
basics of creating a bar at home.
The Basics of Creating a Bar at Home
It starts with spirits. Des suggests four.
You don't have to spend a lot of money to
have a versatile bar, he stresses. A whisky,
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An art of presentation
as much as tastiness,
glasses and garnish play
their role in the cocktail
experience. For Des,
whiskey, wine, and beer
glasses in sets of 4 should cover
most requirements, but having
a few coupe glasses (also
known as the Champagne
Saucer) for the really fancy
stuff is never a bad idea.
One drink he loves to put in
this glass is a Tequila Sour.
It's made with 2 oz tequila, 1 oz
simple syrup, 1 oz lemon juice, and
1 egg white. Dry shake ingredients first,
which simply means shake them without ice,
add ice, shake again, strain into a coupe, and
garnish with lemon zest.
Steeping bitters itself is a fairly simple task.
It requires little more than a couple of quart
sized jars, cheesecloth for straining, a decent
quality high proof spirit such as vodka, and
whatever roots, spices herbs or flavours
float your boat. Crafting bitters is enjoying
a renaissance at the moment. With just a
few tiny bottles, your cocktail potential has
increased significantly for a tiny investment of
cash and time.

What About Us?
Muskrats Weigh
in on Muskrat
Falls Inquiry
BY FRED ARMSTRONG

I’m guessing the reason it’s at the
back of the list of submissions
to the Muskrat Falls Inquiry is
because the list is alphabetical.
The document in question is signed
Ondatra Zibethicus. I’m sure a dulyconstituted inquiry would not slow-track
a submission just because it’s written on
soggy birch bark, and has a somewhat
distinctive musky bouquet. Maybe
they just haven’t gone to Wikipedia or
Hinterland Who’s Who and learned that
O.Z. is, in fact, the go-to authority on
all things Muskrat, the head muskrat
herself. I don’t like to use the term
“leaked” in connection with a dam
project, but I seem to have received an
advance copy of this document and I’m
reproducing it here just to show what
the inquiry has to look forward to.
“Dear Homo Sapiens,
We of Muskrat-kind greet you and wish
to offer what we hope are a few helpful
suggestions for your great project on
our river.
Accessibility is a key issue.
The young of our species have
boundless enthusiasm for the project,
which they view as an adrenalinpumping water park ride.
They’re already calling it “Rats in a
Blender” and can’t wait for their first slide
through the turbines as a rite of passage.
We older rodents do have some concerns.
Gravity will take care of the ride down,
but the climb back will be hard on our
senior citizens. It’s a proven fact that a
major cause of injury to aging rodents is
muskrat falls. We would ask that Nalcor
consider installing an Acorn Stairlift or

similar product for upstream traffic. We
also worry that our young will abandon
the hard-working ways of their ancestors
for a giddy whirl of sluice-surfing.
We suggest screening off the intakes
during school hours.
We muskrats do not expect something
for nothing.
It has come to our attention that some
of your elderly are concerned that the
cost of the project will make them
unable to heat their dens. We can easily
understand that this is a great concern
for those who, unfortunately, lack our
options of being humanely trapped or
eaten by wolves.
We are prepared to help.
Our people have a long tradition of
huddling together for warmth. Some
of our older citizens do find riverbank
winters a bit challenging, and would
consider sharing their huddling skills
with your people. We may be too old for
Bulrush gathering but we’re still warm.
Forty or fifty furry companions under the
futon translate into major savings on the
electric bill. As well, empty nesters will
probably welcome the patter of so many
tiny feet around the house.
So there, dear Homo Sapiens, are a
few of our thoughts on this project and
how we may jointly derive some benefit.
Please do not consider them a “Muskrat
Ramble” but give them the consideration
they deserve.
Let me assure you that we muskrats
want to help. To paraphrase your great
poet Charlie Pride:
If you want some kilowatts.
Well I hope that you get lots.
It’s the power bill that matters after all.
But if you find the rate
Is getting much too great,
We’ll be there until the last Muskrat Falls
Yours in Co-operation,
Ondatra Zibethicus”
I can’t wait to see what the inquiry
makes of this.
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The Bitter
Truth

a gin, a vodka, and a tequila make a totally
reasonable starter kit.

Undiscovered

Bonavista

with cool rural characters on hand to bring
the sleepy towns to life.

The keystone to exploration is the Round
Da Bay Inn. Marvelously improbable, the
one of a kind spot is plunked pretty much in
the middle of nowhere, otherwise known as
BY FELICITY ROBERTS
Plate Cove West. Owners Karen and Chris
Ricketts first planned to retire to the area,
Most Townies Get As Far As The
but one day decided they didn't want to wait.
They bought the inn and have refurbished
Touristy Landmarks And Turn
it to a boutique experience, each room
Around. Here's What You're Missing
different than the others. All full of antiques
On The Undiscovered Shores Of The
and handcrafted objects. It's worth
Bonavista Peninsula.
noting that while the experience is
boutique, the prices are not. It's
Due to its beauty, its proximity to
The keystone
an incredible bargain.
St. John's, and the progressive
to exploration
development of some of its
is the Round
Geographical features include
towns, the Bonavista Peninsula
Da Bay Inn.
The Arch in Tickle Cove, a
becomes ever more popular as
sea arch in the cliffs (down a
THE baycation destination for the
path you'd never find without
well-heeled townie.
directions), the rocks of Keels, and
This is unsurprising, when you consider the
incredibly high quality of the food, beer, craft
and cultural experience accessible in a quiet
and sparsely populated setting that consists
of far more moose, trees, and secluded
beaches than it does other people.
But we don't treat it like a peninsula. Visitors
from St. John's generally drive up the east
side of the loop at the top of the peninsula,
through towns such as Port Rexton, Elliston,
and Bonavista. Upon hitting the last
popular spot on this line, The
Bonavista Social Club in Upper
Amherst Cove, they turn
around and drive back the
same way, not exploring
beyond. The other side is
more remote, with towns
as small as thirty people.
The landscape is mindblowing,

Rattle Falls near Southern Bay.
Cultural needs are covered at least
during the tourist season by Two Rooms
Contemporary Art Project of Duntara. True to
the individual spirit found in remote places,
Two Rooms is an unusual set up. A platform
for installation projects and exhibits, and
a museum of material culture found in the
abandoned sites of the surrounding hills.
There are some stunning abandoned
houses along the coasts, for those
into gothic beauty. As for food,
Round Da Bay Inn has a
great restaurant, Bella's,
with signature cocktails
and homemade burger
buns. And there's always
Bonavista Social Club, not
too far away.

Snapshot How We're Doing
with Immigrant Retention
It's old news that our province needs new immigrants. Our
population is top heavy with elderly people, bleeding young people,
and in decline. Our economy and workforce needs new people
spending money and filling job vacancies.
We're not alone in this need. Most Canadian provinces, and the country itself, have
immigration recruitment strategies in place. But attracting people is only step 1 of a
2-step process. Step 2, equally important, is retaining people. Providing immigrants
with a place they can comfortably call home, and set roots in, raise families in, find
familiar cultural norms in, and feel welcomed in.
In a sign of positive news, according to the often-cited Longitudinal Immigration
Database (2015), Newfoundland & Labrador is doing better than any other Atlantic
Canadian province in regards to immigrant retention.
The five-year retention rate for family class immigrants is 77% in our province, but 63%,
70%, and 71% in PEI, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick respectively. For economic class
immigrant retention, we're second only to Nova Scotia in Atlantic Canada, with a rate of
55%. Though, is 55% a figure worth feeling good about?
Our retention rate for refugees, on the other hand, is interestingly the lowest in Atlantic
Canada, at 36%. The cause of such a contrasting rate of retention between family class
immigrants and refugees warrants some research for a future article. It seems that
establishing means for family reunification will be a key focus area. Naturally, refugees
want to be reunited with their family.
Graduate student retention rate is an exceptionally important figure to focus on. MUN
in particular does a good job attracting bright students from around the world. Bright
minds we'd be lucky to retain as doctors, politicians with different world experiences,
engineers, farmers, whatever. Sadly, our retention rate for students who come here, get
a degree, and actually stay for more than a year is a failing grade of 17%. That's higher
than our neighbours in Nova Scotia & PEI (15%) and just shy of New Brunswick (18%).
These percentages are based on a 2017 study titled "The geographic mobility patterns
of international students in Atlantic Canada," written for ACOA.
Our province is aware of our need to retain immigrants. They have comprehensive,
commendable strategies in play, and they continue to focus on the issue. Most
recently, in mid-October, new initiatives for newcomer settlement and integration were
announced by Al Hawkins, Minister of Advanced Education, Skills and Labour.
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The guts of the announcement was $180,000 for the Association for New Canadians
to extend its satellite offices pilot project and support private sponsorship of refugees.
As well as $113,000 for Memorial University’s Internationalization Office to continue
and expand intercultural competency training of Provincial Government employees,
$101,968 to the Fédération des francophones de Terre-Neuve et du Labrador for
enhanced settlement and integration support for Francophone newcomers to all regions
of the province, and 5 other financial investments in similar programs.
The Association for New Canadians has been delivering a range of settlement and
integration services throughout NL for nearly 40 years. New federal and provincial
funding have allowed for new satellite offices in Corner Brook, Grand Falls-Windsor/
Gander, Labrador City, and Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
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Why This MUN
Professor Was
Given 1.42
Million Dollars
from the Federal
Government
BY CHAD PELLEY

3D Printing is exactly what it
sounds like: printing things in 3D,
like a functional toy gun, or a real
gun that actually shoots bullets.
The medical community worldwide
has turned to 3D printers to create
replacements for human bones,
organs, and more.
WHAT IS MEDICAL 3D PRINTING
BEING USED FOR?
Don't think of it as a printer printing a human
hand. That's sci-fi. Think of it as printing
a chunk of titanium that is customized to
replace your jaw bone after a bad accident.
Hip issues are a common medical ailment
among the elderly. We can now print an
intricately textured piece of titanium that
attaches to the pelvis in such a manner that
our pelvic bone grows into it, fastening it to
our body. Human hands could not create such
a thing. Human minds + 3D printing can.
The medical community is availing of 3D
printing to make items customized exactly to
you. Take hearing aids: they used to be made

in a few different sizes, and you'd pick the
one closest to the best fit for you. Now, it's
possible to create a hearing aid that is 100%
made to fit in your ear, and your ear only.
It is also being used
to make models
that will assist
a surgeon in
preparing
for various
surgeries,
especially
difficult or
innovative
ones. Practice
makes perfect,
so CT Scans
are being used
to make models of a
patient's trouble area -- a lung, a knee joint,
whatever. A surgeon can use this model to
poke around at before doing the real deal
operation on a real person.
A company in Japan, named Fasotec, have
created a wet material meant to simulate
human tissue, so these models feel like
the real thing. This is called "bio-textuted
modeling."
Bio-textured modeling allows you to print
a scan of, say, a patient's liver that is in 3D,
the texture of a liver, complete with the
location of any blood vessels or tumours in
that patient's liver. This improves outcomes
of surgeries.
3D printing also improves the fitting of
custom prosthetics for people who have
lost digits, limbs, large chunks of bone, etc.
Scans of your actual left foot can help print a
perfect-match right foot for you now, which
results in a more comfortable, customized
prosthetic.

365 days
of fishcake.
merbys.ca
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It goes beyond
limbs though:
recently,
and quite
famously,
Eric Moger
was printed a
new flesh-like
face that allows
him enough mobility to
comfortably eat and chew. He'd
lost his face to cancer.
So that's where we're at now
with medical 3D printing. We're
using inorganic materials to
enhance surgery prep, customize
prosthetic limbs, etc.
The future of medical 3D printing is in
"Bio Printing." Yes, this means 3D printing
organic human tissue. Spheres of "bio ink,"
which contain living human cells, print live
cells that grow into human tissues and
organs for transplants. Various countries
have already printed various human tissues,
from liver to skin to thyroid.
More than a third of patent applications
related to 3D printing are in medicine.
3D printing has become the biggest
modern innovator of the medical industry
worldwide, and it's happening right here in
Newfoundland & Labrador, via Memorial
University's MUN Med 3D initiative.
INSIDE THE MUN MED 3D LAB
The Mun Med 3D initiative was started to
take this rapidly expanding technology, and
implement it into the medical curriculum at
MUN. This project was headed by Michael
Bartellas and Steve Ryan to provide students
with enhanced learning opportunities in the
study of anatomy, medical simulation, and

as a tool for medical professionals looking to
kick-start a special project.
Dr. Adam Dubrowski is currently the
principal investigator on a project
designed to expand MUN MED 3D across
Newfoundland and Labrador and the
Atlantic region. He began his research
career by studying factors that influence the
acquisition of clinical skills, particularly the
methods used for optimizing simulation in
medical education and training.
It was recently announced that Dr.
Dubrowski, professor of emergency
medicine, received 1.42 million dollars from
the Government of Canada, to advance
medical education and patient care across
Newfoundland and Labrador by expanding
the existing biomedical 3D printing
laboratory at the Faculty of Medicine.
The goal is to use this money to establish a
network of research and development sites
in rural communities across the province,
so these rural sites can use 3D printing
technology. He is developing simulationbased programs for medical residents
and practitioners in rural and remote
Newfoundland and Labrador, and for medics
in offshore and marine industries.
Dr. Dubrowski says his team’s simulation
tools will change how future health
professionals learn and work. Building
anatomically correct, 3D models that
specifically replicate a real patient will
provide hands-on rehearsals for clinicians
who lack hands-on learning opportunities
with real patients.
Rural sites in Newfoundland and Labrador
will include Happy Valley-Goose Bay, St.
Anthony, Twillingate, Carbonear, Burin, and
Corner Brook.

step away
from the
pride flag
colours.”

Portable
Closets

At Eastern
Edge
Gallery
BY EVA CROCKER

Catch it
at The
Eastern
Edge

Montreal-based visual artist Kyle
Alden Martens’ exhibition, Portable
Closets, is on display at Eastern
Edge Gallery until November 24th.
Portable Closets uses sculpture and
drawing to play with the tension between
simultaneously covert and visible signifiers
of queer identity.

Using colours
that are a
variation on
the easily
recognizable
pride flag is
part of Martens’
exploration of
how queer identity
is sometimes both
conspicuous and
obscured.

Martens’ decision to hang the tiny turtlenecks
on the wall was inspired by the tradition of
displaying sports jerseys. He is interested in
how a jersey can represent something very
specific to a sports fan, and how that specific
information isn’t always communicated to lay
people viewing the jersey.

By presenting symbols of queer identity in the
same way hockey jerseys are displayed,
Martens implies that queer identity
can also be both visible and
The shirts are also
unreadable.
a glib reference to
Hollywood’s tired
habit of dressing
“In hockey arenas there’s often
gay characters in
these
jerseys on walls that have
turtlenecks.
a supposed meaning - it’s from
this person, who did this thing, at that
game,” Martens said. “There’s a lot of
The sculptural elements of the
meaning there that isn’t necessarily available
installation that represent, or are made
to everybody. I was really interested in
from clothing, along with the piece’s
creating something like that.”
title, transform the gallery into a physical
manifestation of "the closet." By inviting
Hanging the doll-sized turtlenecks like sports
viewers into that private space, Martens
jerseys also reflects the theme of play that
subverts the binary of being either "in" or
runs throughout the exhibition. In addition to
"out" of the closet, suggesting queer identity
the sculptural elements of the installation,
is often both unveiled and concealed in the
a series of drawings that depict two hands
same moment.
moving closer together and then apart hang
in the gallery.
For Martens, the small turtlenecks are
symbols of queer identity because they
Martens explained the drawings were
evoke playing with dolls, an activity that is
inspired by the manuals found in board game
sometimes read as an early sign a boy might
boxes, which often feature disembodied
be queer. The shirts are also a glib reference
hands performing an undecipherable task.
to Hollywood’s tired habit of dressing gay
characters in turtlenecks.
The hands invoke an intimate game with
rules that aren’t immediately clear to those
Martens pointed out the word turtleneck is
who aren’t playing. Portable Closets argues
also a saucy innuendo for an uncircumcised
that there can be playfulness in manipulating
penis. Each of the small turtlenecks are one
the blurry divide between inside and outside
of six colours Martens describes as “a side
of the closet.
In the gallery, 450 doll-sized
turtlenecks are pinned to the
wall. Life-size sandals with
small, removable parts
embedded in the soles are
gathered below the shirts.
Ladders made from brightly
coloured waistband elastic also
trail down the wall.

Tickets On Sale For
Sloan @ Club One
In December
Canadian indie-rock icons Sloan
will be by in December, in support
of their latest release and Polaris
Music Prize Nominee, 12.
“I guess with the album title, we are
showing off the fact that we have 12
records,” says Chris Murphy.

sing-alongs, Jay Ferguson’s jaunty
prog-pop gems, and Andrew Scott’s
innerspace explorations. “We’d hoped
that this LP would be more of a reaction
to Commonwealth,” Ferguson says.
“Whereas that album was more of
everyone retreating to corners to
produce and sequence a side of their
own material, this one would potentially
have more collaboration than usual.”
Some of these tracks might remind you
of older Sloan songs, because they are
older Sloan songs.

The album is called 12 because it’s
their 12th LP. Sloan might be the only
Canadian band to ever tour its 12th
album with all of its original members
still in the band. Their consistent
output is helped along by the fact that
all 4 members are equally prolific
songwriters. Interestingly, on their last
album, 2016’s Commonwealth, each
member of the band was given their own
side to use as a blank canvas, resulting
in a collection of de facto solo EPs
packaged as a double album.

As Pentland notes, when you have four
songwriters playing together for the
better part of three decades, “there’s a
lot of riffs leftover.” By his estimation, the
music for “The Day Will Be Mine” has been
kicking around for 20 years in search of
the right lyrics. “All of The Voices” dates
back to the sessions for 2003’s Action
Pact, but, he says, “nobody cared about it
when I wrote it and we demoed it. Then,
when we got together for this record, I
gave everybody else the demo for that
song, and they were like, ‘Where did that
come from?’ And I’m like, ‘I wrote that 15
years ago—you all played on it!’”

On 12, Each Sloan bandmate wrote 3
songs that play to their core strengths:
Patrick Pentland’s rock anthems,
Chris Murphy’s trademark playful

The show will be at Club One in St. John’s,
on Saturday, Dec. 8th. You can get them in
Orange Stores or at sonicconcerts.com.
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Kyle Alden
Martens’

GERRY
ROGERS
MHA for
St. John’s
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729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
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Lethally Lazy
The Modern
Lifestyle is
Catching up to
1 in 4 People
BY CHRIS DONALDSON

Countless experts in countless
countries have warned us how little
progress has been made in combating
physical inactivity. Despite the toll it
takes on our health.
The latest report comes from the World
Health Organization (WHO). WHO estimates
that more than a quarter of people worldwide
– in other words, that 1 in 4 people you
know – are not getting enough exercise. This
is despite knowing they should, and despite
knowing how little exercise our body actually
needs to remain a finely functioning machine.

no surprise there – we’re the ones heaved off
in front of Netflix at night, working sedentary
office jobs by day, and enjoying inactive
hobbies. In Newfoundland, we rely so much
on cars to get around, that our right to park
our cars wherever we wish is the #1 recurring
contested issue in city council meetings. It is,
no joke, in City Council Minutes that St. John's
was upset about bike lanes interfering with
parking.
Interestingly, women were found to be
more sedentary throughout the world. By
sedentary, perhaps the report means busy
rearing kids or working 2 jobs because of pay
inequity.

That figure, of 1 in 4 of us not getting any
exercise, has barely changed since the turn
of the century. WHO says that in places like
the US and UK, rates of inactivity are
actually on the rise.
SO, WHAT'S THE RISK?
We’re not using the muscles
god or evolution gave us,
and that’s not good on our
design. Chronic inactivity gives
you aches and pains, and makes
exerting yourself unnecessarily
strenuous. Use it or lose it, your body says.
Chronic inactivity also raises the risk of health
problems as serious as heart disease, type-2
diabetes, and certain cancers.
The new WHO study (published in The
Lancelet) was super comprehensive, spanning
168 countries and 1.9 million people. Highincome countries are among the least active,
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BY LAUREN POWER

The Close-knit
World of Knitting
It’s officially sweater weather.
The colder temps and welcome return of pullovers,
jumpers, and cardigans often inspires people to get knitting.

SO, HOW MUCH EXERCISE
IS JUST ENOUGH?

Knitting is a cure for idle hands, poor circulation, cold extremities, and more and
more people are becoming a part of the province’s long history of (and a strong
community of) knitters.

So how much exercise should you be getting
then? Chances are you’re between 19-64 if
you’re reading this, so the answer is a mere
3 hours a week of moderate exercise like
a walk, run, swim, skate, playing a sport,
whatever.

Knitting, as a hobby and as a scene in itself, is an easy one to latch onto. For
knitting enthusiast Jacki Northcott, the passion for knitting started two years ago
when she decided she wanted to try to knit a pair of socks. “It couldn’t be that hard,
right?” she says.

It’s ideal to toss in 2 days a week of
strength training, like yoga or
hitting the weights at the gym.
Chronic inactivity
That is just under a half an hour
raises your risk of
heart disease, type-2
a day. 28-ish minutes a day of
diabetes, and
exercise to maybe save your
certain cancers.
life, certainly prolong it, and
definitely make you feel better,
more alive, and less creaky.

When science told us smoking
was bad, or that too much bacon
was bad, the stats changed as
people laid off the smokes and
bacon. But the same warning
from the science community
about a lack of physical activity is
not getting us off the couches and
onto a ballfield or riding a bike to work.

THE ENTHUSIAST!

For those 65+, it’s the same – roughly 25
minutes a day – but the 2 days a week of
strength training exercises is more important.
Kids should be encouraged to expend all that
pent up energy, and exercise for 60
minutes a day or more. So let’s
keep gym in the curriculum,
shall we?
GOVERNMENT ACTION
REQUIRED
Let's keep the moral of this
story in civic action: Governments
in our super-sedentary modern
world must continue to provide and maintain
infrastructure that promotes sports and
recreation, for all ages.
If you’ve read this article thoroughly, for
instance, you might be wondering why your
grandmother’s retirement home doesn’t have
a gym in it. Or why your city still isn’t bike-towork friendly.

“I went to the store, bought a ball of yarn, a set of needles, and the store owner gave
me a pattern to try. Using the stitches I learned 30 years before, and watching a myriad
of YouTube videos, I made my first pair and I was hooked. Soon, I had more socks than
family to gift them to.”
“My Grandmother Park taught me to knit when I was 10 or 11,” says Northcott.
“Just the basic knit and purl stitches. Enough that I could make a scarf.”
For wannabe knitters, Northcott recommends starting with a dishcloth or a scarf.
“A small, simple project is the best way to start. You have a finished item before you
can get frustrated or bored with it!,” says Northcott. “It helps to learn tension and the
stitches. These smaller projects allow you to learn what’s comfortable for you, like how
you like to hold your yarn, your needles, what yarn you like or don’t like to work with.”
To start, all you need is yarn, needles appropriate for that yarn (Northcott likes metal
needles—she cracks the bamboo ones), scissors, a pattern, and an Internet connection
for the inevitable check-ins with YouTube. “The benefit of YouTube is that you no longer
have to wait for someone to be around to ask how you do this or that,” says Northcott.
“It’s an instant answer, and a game changer. All your answers are right there whenever
you need them.”
Overall, knitting is really only two stitches: knit and purl. “The cables, the button holes,
the heel turns are all just variations of the same stitches,” says Northcott. “Honestly, if I
can do it, anyone can. Once you’re done and you see ways to improve the next time (and
you will improve with every cloth, scarf and sock), you’ll want to make another one.”
For Northcott, the appeal of knitting is in the process and the finished product.
“It’s like ‘I did that’,” says Northcott. “I like the constant challenge of trying new
patterns. I also love learning a traditional pattern like thrummed mittens
or the trigger mitten, something I’d never thought I’d be able to knit and
conquer it to the point that I no longer need the pattern. I’m now my
nan. I like knowing the tradition continues on.”

NEWFOUNDLANDIA

BY CHAD BENNETT

The Cholera
Epidemics of
1832 and 1854
The nineteenth century was a
time of progress and pain, global
trade and global disease. The
Newfoundland experience was
remarkable and singular in the
Western world and deserves
to be shared.
In the Bengal region of India, near the East
India Companies trading port of Calcutta,
now Kolkata, the first cholera pandemic
began. It spread easily enough along trade
routes, but it wasn't until it arrived in Russia
in 1817 that word reached us. Something
new made a slow crawl out of Russia across
Europe and Asia, arriving in Great Britain in
1831. Once it hit Britain, it was everywhere.
Fear of cholera was, for the people of St.
John's, unlike anything that had come
before. News from the outside world trickled
into every ear, the blue death, king cholera,
a painful humiliating thing. Someone could
awake healthy and before midday, be
completely overcome and dead not two days
later. No one knew what it was or how it
spread, but they could see it coming.
Early in 1832 it had made the jump across
the Atlantic to North America. It was now
just outside the door.
On July 2nd, an emergency meeting was
called. Action was immediate, a Board of
Health, which only became active when
need arose, was appointed. A 40 member
committee was formed from the business
community to inspect and clean the town. A
war chest was raised, homes were limed, the
6 natural brooks the town used as surface
drains were cleaned: The Darkuses, Parson's,
Cuddihy's, YellowBelly, Bell's Chute, and
Keen's were made ready. Scavengers were
hired to collect night-soil from homes, and
residents were forbidden from throwing any
garbage or filth into the streets.
Quarantine was imposed. All incoming
vessels were forced to anchor in the

narrows, the entrance to St. John's harbour,
at an inspection station. Crews were
systematically inspected and medically
examined. The vessels themselves were
made to pay for the new medical services via
a tonnage fee and remain in quarantine for
at least 6 days. If a vessel refused to pay or
wait they were free to leave, but not to enter.
The whole operation was orchestrated
and overseen by the District Surgeon, Dr.
William Warner. Why 6 days was chosen
remains a mystery. No one knew anything
about this new disease, yet 6 days was the
perfect amount of time, as the illness could
remain in a host for up to 5 days without any
symptoms. A stroke of luck and the power of
a single decision.
Elsewhere, the world burned. Outbreaks in
Quebec City, Montreal, Halifax, New York,
Boston, Upper and Lower Canada, and all
American states failed to stop the spread.
Under increasing economic pressure,
and with our busiest shipping months
approaching, the quarantine was relaxed
in September to only 48 hours. Fortunately
that would not be a fatal mistake and our
quarantine held. St. John's would succeed
where New York and the rest of the world
failed, and would remain completely
untouched by cholera throughout the 1830s,
an incredible achievement. But could it last?
The 1850s saw another wave of cholera
pulse throughout the world in what
is generally termed the third cholera
pandemic. This one followed a similar
progression, and was even deadlier in Asia
and Europe.
While the great cities of Europe and North
America still focused on miasmas, noxious
vapours, as the primary mechanism of

transmission, we here
in St. John's were
focused on drinking
water. In 1849, legislation
was passed to close all
cemeteries within city limits
fearing that diseased remains
seeping into drinking water could
be the cause of outbreak. Wrong to focus
on cemeteries, but absolutely correct about
drinking water. At least 6 years ahead of the
rest of the world, consistently ahead in both
procedure and conception. Toward the end
of 1854,the London physician Dr. John Snow
was able to conclusively prove that cholera
was being transmitted via contaminated
drinking water.
Earlier in 1854, our newspapers followed
the spread of cholera to North America. The
Board of Health, which had been disbanded
after the previous pandemics, was reformed on May 23rd, and the new District
Surgeon for St. John's, Dr. Samuel Carson,
oversaw operations. A quarantine was
imposed on all ships beginning in July, but
this was a much different town than it was
in the 1830s, and the new quarantine wasn't
as robust. The 1846 fire had left its mark,
resources were strained, money was tight,
and resolve was about to fail. Outbreak was
reported in August.
All those showing symptoms were quickly
isolated and the town held its breath.
3 people died, but in another success,
containment held, and the general
population were spared. A week passed and
the town relaxed, 2 weeks passed with no
further illness and people began to chafe
against the restrictions and quarantine.
3 weeks, economic pressures swell to
bursting with our busiest shipping months
upon us, and residents began to openly
question whether the doctors were keeping

the quarantine and Board
of Health going simply to
line their own pockets.
Quarantine was dialled
back further, and the pace
of shipping increased.
Stories swirled around town
of approaching ships dumping bodies
overboard so as to avoid any delays,
whether those bodies still breathed or
not. Weeks 5 and 6 pass without illness,
everything was fine, until it wasn't.
When the walls fell, the epidemic broke like
a brush fire. Fear and chaos raced through
the streets. The military refused to allow any
civilians access to its medical facilities. As a
consequence, the only civilian hospital, the
Riverhead Hospital (located where Victoria
park is today) admitted 212 during the months
of October, November, and December (despite
the fact Riverhead Hospital only had the
facilities to handle 20 patients on a good day).
88 of those patients would die. Many others
who fell ill refused to go to hospital upon
hearing of how many were dying there,
and locked themselves in their homes.
Containment was regained toward the end
of December with the help of some cold
weather. In all, some 500 lives were lost out
of a population of 21,000. In comparison,
Quebec City lost over 3,100 lives out of
a population of 20,000. St. John's also
succeeded in containing the illness within its
border, the rest of the island was spared.
With the completion of a sewerage system,
and the establishment of Windsor Lake as the
city's primary water source in the following
years, the residents of St. John's would never
be touched by cholera again. The St. John's
experience, although tragic, exemplified one
of the most successful efforts on Earth at
protecting its residents, and must in hindsight
be viewed as a triumph.
Cholera would not be fully understood until
1885 when Spanish physician Jaume Ferran
I Clua developed a cholera inoculation,
the first to immunize humans against a
bacterial disease. According to the W.H.O.,
cholera still causes between 28,800 and
130,000 deaths every year.
(Source: MUN Archives)
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Larry
Mathews'
An Exile's
Perfect
Letter
BY OLIVIA HEANEY

When you’ve had a
thirty-year career as a St.
John’s English and Creative
Writing professor, and mentored
some of the best creative writers
to come out of the province, it has
to be hard to come up with a story
that isn’t somehow derivative.
Larry Mathews’s newest novel, An
Exile’s Perfect Letter, suggests one
way to do it: satirize a fiction not
unlike your own life.

With thinly-veiled references to real-life
characters around town, An Exile’s Perfect
Letter hints that what is new and “alt” is
often as flawed as the imperfect systems
that create the conditions for it. When one
of Hugh’s old colleagues arrives in St.
John’s hoping to write the next viral
article about the local arts scene,
Hugh recommends interviewing
young hotshot author Zachary
Philip Dwyer about his novel
Up to Me Arse in Muck.
Despite being marketed on
the mainland as a book that
rebels against Newfoundland
stereotypes, Hugh suggests
that Up to Me Arse in Muck actually
reinforces them. Dwyer is basically Holden
Caulfield, but from the bay.
Mathews blunts this cynicism with the right
amount of self-awareness, refusing to hide
the fact that he and Hugh are more than a
little bit alike. The author bio on the book’s
last page indicates that Mathews began
teaching English at Memorial in 1984 – the
same year Hugh Norman moved to St.
John’s to teach English at the university.

As Hugh worries about the significance
An Exile’s Perfect Letter further explores
of his career, and whether the
characters and themes previously
coincidences and meanings
introduced in Mathews’s
An Exile’s
he assigns to events in his
2010 novel The Artificial
Perfect Letter further
life might “tell [him] that
Newfoundlander. Hugh
explores characters
[he’s] wasted [it],” his selfNorman is preparing to retire
and themes previously
deprecation and self-doubt
from a long career as an
introduced in Mathews’s
become Mathews’s. As
English professor, when he
2010 novel The Artificial
a result, the book’s selflearns of the sudden death of
Newfoundlander
reflexivity
becomes as sincere
his childhood friend.
as it is cheeky.
As he’s composing a letter for the
memorial service, during a
lunchtime walk around Long
Pond, he finds a corpse in the
woods behind The Fluvarium.
We become privy to Hugh’s
attempt to come to grips with
what’s happened, which involves
ruminating on the artificiality
of identity, the difficulty of
communicating in relationships,
and the compulsion to make
meaning out of the mundane.
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Describing a book he’s reading,
Hugh claims that its author,
always quick with a oneliner, conveys “his passion
for good writing, his
sense of its importance.
He refuses to jump on
bandwagons.” The same
thing could besaid about
Larry Mathews and An
Exile’s Perfect Letter.

Jeremy Charles & Quidi Vidi
Brewery Partner Up For “Bogs
and Barrens” Beer Series BY CHAD PELLEY
Quidi Vidi Brewery has gone
from launching great new
beers, to launching entire fleets
of great new beers. The sweet
suites of beers are coming to us
in the form of themed series.
For example, this fall they launched
their “Open Saison” series. It pairs
popular local fare like rhubarb and
raspberry with the saison style of beer,
because these local flavours pair so
well with saisons. The Open Saison
series produced 4 beers: The Open
Saison Rhubarb, Raspberry, Blueberry,
and Crab Apple. Next fall, who knows.
Already looking forward.
BOGS & BARRENS COLLABORATIVE
SERIES TO CREATE DISTINCTLY
LOCAL BEERS
“For the inaugural Bog & Barrens
series, we’re teaming up with chef
Jeremy Charles,” says Quidi Vidi’s
Justin Fong. “The idea behind the series
is to collaborate every year with a
passionate, creative Newfoundlander. It
won’t always be a chef, maybe next year
it will be an artist or musician. The goal
is for our collaborator and our head
brewer to create beer that would only
be made in Newfoundland.”
For November 2018’s Bog & Barrens
series, the QV team and Jeremy foraged
the goods to make the following 3
beers:
• An Imperial Bakeapple Gose
• A Pineapple Weed IPA
• A Smoked Alder Porter
“So 3 super big, fun beers,” Fong says.
The imperial bakeapple gose is the first
of the 3 out of the vats.You’ll be able to
find it in cans at NLC shortly. Goses are
an interesting style of beer that have

gone extinct and been resurrected more
than once. It’s an ale named after the
German town of its origin, Goslar, or
Germany’s Gose River. It's a sour wheat
beer, wherein the hops are generally
replaced with coriander (but not always).
A distinguishing feature is the addition
of salt (in the case of QV’s beer, salt from
the Newfoundland Salt Company). Fong
sums it up as “a salty kettle sour.” There
is a lot going on in the beer. It’s worth
trying for the uniqueness alone.
The pineapple weed IPA has the
pineapple notes you’d expect. Fong
says it’ll be a tropical, New England
style IPA. It was brewed using hops
with tropical fruit and pineapple notes.
The beer is dry hopped with pineapple
weed instead of more hops, to pull in a
ton of its natural pineapple aroma (and
some earthy, grassy flavour). As for the
smoked alder porter, it's the resinous
buds of the plant that are smoked and
added to the beer recipe.
FROM THE BOGS & BARRENS
SERIES TO LAUNCH WITH A MEAL
EVENT AT MERCHANT TAVERN &
RAYMONDS
The beers will launch at an event at
Jeremy’s restaurants – Merchant
Tavern & Raymonds – on November
27th and 28th. Ticket details TBD at the
time of this issue going to print.
They'll be serving wild game from the
same bog and barren habitats as the
ingredients in these beers -- moose,
bear, partridge, and hare. "For example,
moose eat a ton of alder cones, so the
dish with the smoked alder porter is
going to be a moose stew,” Fong says.
The imperial bakeapple gose, for
instance, will be paired with bear in
some form. Maybe bear charcuterie.
“Because in Labrador, bakeapples are
what all the bears eat,” Fong explains.
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AROUND THE CORNER
VINYL

MUSIC FROM HOME TO SEND AWAY

R UM R AGGED
The Hard Times

CR AIG YOUNG
Don’t Think Twice

IRISH DESCENDANTS
Is Your Rhubarb Up

THE ONCE
Time Enough

ANOTHER NORTH
The Missing Mouth

MARK BR AGG
Winter

FORTUNATE ONES
Hold Fast

SWINGING BELLES
Superstar Sibling
Detective Agency

ANITA BEST &
SANDY MORRIS
Some Songs

SHERRY RYAN
Wreckhouse

KEN TIZZARD
A Good Dog is Lost

MICK DAVIS &
THIN LOVE
Touch the Moon

ENNIS SISTERS
Keeping Time

ARKELLS
Rally Cry

PAUL MCCARTNEY
Egypt Station

KURT VILE
Bottle It In

JEREMY DUTCHER
Wolastoqiyik
Lintuwakonawa

GEINU S
Keeper

FOG L AKE
Captain

CAT P OWER
Wanderer

JOHN PRINE
The Tree of Forgiveness

C O LT E R WA L L
Songs of the Plains

K I D S S E E G H O ST S

S WA M P S
EP Cassette

N E KO CA S E
Hell-On

DENNIS PARKER
Been So Long

JENINA
MACGILLIVR AY
Marion

HOT NEW RELEASES — CD & VINYL

PAUL SIMON
In the Blue Light

DOE PAORO
Soft Power

DAN MANGAN
More Or Less

K ANYE WEST
Ye

B OB DYL AN
More Blood More Tracks

MOTHER MOTHER
Dance and Cry

PAS SENGER
Runaway

ST. VINCENT
Masseducation

WILLIE NELSON
My Way

T Y SEGALL
Fudge Sandwich

FRED’S STUFF

GRETA VAN FLEET
Anthem of the
Peaceful Army

DINOSAUR JR .
Best Of

ROSANNE CASH
She Remembers
Everything

SHOP NEWFOUNDLAND MUSIC ONLINE
FREDSRECORDS.COM

ROLLING STONES
Voodoo Lounge

Totes, patches,
pins, t-shirts,
ROLLING STONES
Sympathy for the Devil slip-mats, mugs

LOA
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CDS
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DVD
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